Membership in Phi Kappa Phi

Admission to the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi is by invitation only and requires nomination and approval by a chapter in accordance with the bylaws of both the chapter and the national Society. Both require superior scholarship and good character as criteria for membership.

Purpose

The primary objective of the national Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi is the recognition and encouragement of superior scholarship in all academic disciplines. The Society is convinced that in recognizing and honoring those persons of good character who have excelled in scholarship, in whatever field, it will stimulate others to strive for excellence. Moreover, the Society serves the interests of the student capable of excellence by insistence that in order to acquire a chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, an institution provide the means and atmosphere conducive to academic excellence.

The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
Post Office Box 16000
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA  70893-6000
(800) 804-9880
e-mail: webmaster@phikappaphi.org
www.phikappaphi.org
**Motto**

Philosophia Krateito Photon
(Fi-loh-so-FI-uh Krah-TAY-toe Foe-TONE)

**Affirmation of Membership**

In response to the honor bestowed on me by my election to Phi Kappa Phi, I shall continue to uphold the motto of Phi Kappa Phi: Philosophia Krateito Photon: Let the love of learning rule humanity.

**2015-2016 Officers**

President  
Dr. David Shafer  
Past President  
Dr. Kathleen Brown  
Student Vice President  
Christopher Blair Capel  
Student Vice President  
Peyton Brown  
Student Vice President  
A. Gabriel DeCaro  
Student Vice President  
John (JT) Gaston III  
Student Vice President  
Geun Young Park  
Student Vice President  
Grace Wright  
Secretary-Treasurer  
Ms. Susan Grant  
Student Nominations and Selection  
Dr. Grace Finkle  
Induction Ceremony Coordinator  
Dr. Mike Bachman

---

**Fun Facts about Phi Kappa Phi**

- Founded in 1897 at the University of Maine, Phi Kappa Phi is the nation's oldest, largest, and most selective all-discipline honor society.
- The Society's mission is "to recognize and promote academic excellence in all fields of higher education and to engage the community of scholars in service to others."
- The motto of Phi Kappa Phi is Philosophía Kratětō Phōtōn, translated “let the love of learning rule humanity.”
- Those elected to membership include upper 7.5 percent last-term juniors (having completed at least seventy-two semester hours) and upper 10 percent seniors, along with outstanding graduate students, faculty, professional staff, and alumni.
- Since its founding, more than 1 million scholars have been inducted into Phi Kappa Phi.
- Approximately 3,000 faculty and staff volunteers give of their time to serve as officers of local Phi Kappa Phi chapters.
- More than 300 chapters of Phi Kappa Phi exist on the campuses of colleges and universities across the United States, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines.
- The Society's official symbols include the Phi Kappa Phi key, ribbon, and seal.
- One million dollars is awarded each biennium in national and local scholarships.
Study Abroad Grant Competition

As part of its efforts to recognize and encourage academic achievements in all disciplines, The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi sponsors this study abroad grant competition.

The program is designed to help support students as they seek knowledge and experience in their academic fields by studying abroad. Each year, Phi Kappa Phi awards 50 Study Abroad Grants of $1,000 each. For more information, go to http://www.phikappaphi.org

Study Abroad Grants Awarded to NC State Students

2006  Carla Ammons  Peru
      Ellen Crowell  Wales
      Ashley Winfree  Florence, Italy

2007  Allison Barbour  Guatemala
      Myra Fulp  Australia
      Nikta Khorram  Bolivia

2008  Whitney Chrisco  Guatemala
      Theresa Crowgey  Ecuador
      Catherine Frock  Namibia

2009  Teresa Cunningham  Czech Republic
      Daniel Ellis  Ghana
      Aaren Hunt  Guatemala

2011  Erin Lineberger*  Chile

2012  Christopher Morrow*  Dominican Republic
      Jamie Yannayon  Denmark

2014  Shannon Osborne*  Belize
      Christopher Cooper  New Zealand

2015  Caide Wooten*  Namibia
      Stephanie Few  Istanbul, Turkey

*Recipient of the McKenzie Study Abroad Grant

Induction Program

Presiding
Dr. David Shafer
Chapter President

Greetings from the University  Dr. Warwick Arden
Provost & Executive Vice Chancellor

Scholarships and Awards Program  Dr. David Shafer
President

Faculty Induction  Dr. Cathy Crossland
Professor and Director
Diagnostic Teaching Clinic

Explanation of Symbols  Ms. Grace Wright
Student Vice President

Certification of Initiates’ Eligibility  Ms. Susan Grant
Chapter Secretary/Treasurer
Director, University Housing
Affirmation of Membership

Dr. David Shafer

Recognition of Initiates

Dr. Michael Mullen

Vice Chancellor & Dean of the Division

of Academic and Student Affairs

Presentation of 4.0 Senior Awards

Dr. Michael Mullen

Vice Chancellor & Dean of the Division

of Academic Affairs

Recognition of 4.0 Sophomores

Dr. Maureen Grasso

Dean of the Graduate School

Reception

Adjacent to the Stewart Theater

following ceremony

Special Thanks To

Stephen White

Assistant Registrar

Lisa Miles

Technology Assistant

Sarah Battle

Technology Assistant

Deborah Sheehan

Ceremony Assistant

Marshalls

Heather Bary

Therese Garrett

Fellowships Awarded to NC State Students

Each Phi Kappa Phi chapter may select one candidate from among local applicants to compete for the Society-wide fellowships. The Society currently awards fifty-one fellowships of $5,000 each and six at $15,000 each to members entering the first year of graduate or professional study.

Fellow Award

1968

Reinhard K. Goethert

1972

John Alan Pasour

1975

Stephanie L. Sherman

1981

Kirby H. Jones Harriss

1983

Benny Dean Freeman

1984

Kyle Corbin

1987

Amy Fay Moormann

1990

Judith Bush

1991

Susan Brooks

1992

Eric Redmund Sharpe

2001

Michelle McAtee

2004

Meredith Price

2006

Jason Grissom

2008

Heidi Perreault

2009

Margaret Andrews

2010

Robert Todd

2011

Alan Rogers

2012

Brice Nielsen

2013

Jennifer Boyd

2015

Dane Grismer

2016

Christopher E. San Miguel

2017

Anahid Behrouzi

2018

Sindhu Ravishankar

2019

Hillary Spangler

2020

Courtney Vaughn

2021

Shannon Osborne

Award of Excellence

2015

Bristol Bowman
Sophomore Scholars

Rachel Abramczyk  Katherine Kastl
Anna Ahlers  Lexi Kloepepp
Madeline Bagby  Jessica Kronz
Meredith Bain  Ashley Lawson
Matthew Bennison  Zachary Lowery
Jamie Berry  Atif Mahmood
Kasey Boger  Vedashrey Makthal
Alexis Bond  Jackie Martinex-Chavez
Ryan Brandt  Joshua Milligan
Kaitlin Bratt  Alex Monaco
Alexandra Burd  Audrey Moore
Devon Collins  Alexandra Nagle
Joanna Copio  Yang Peiyuan
Neil Cornwell  Liam Pennington
Marissa Cottle  Hunter Pierce
Kensley Cox  Nicole Procter
Keilah Davis  Rachel DeLange
Pratyush Devarasetty  Clarissa Rainear
Raveena Doshi  Deepthi Rao
Patrick Dugom  Kaitlyn Richard
Joanna Fletcher  Neill Robson
Melissa Furman  Alex Ruley
Olivia Gartz  Aalia Shariff
Logan Graham  Alex Spencer
Joshua Hant  Ashton Stuart
Tamiann Howe  Santiago Tellez
Peter Vogiatzis

Undergraduate Students

Claire Staton Abshire  Communication
Avi Aggarwal
Jean-Luc Thomas Banks
Rachel Christine Brame
Ryan Branagan
Alyson Marie Brown
Carolei Bryan
Glenn Burrell
Elizabeth Carter
Hallie Coffelt
Jessica Craft
Destiny Davis
Samantha Develli
Sean Matthew Engels
Stephanie Few
David Folk
Kaitlin Margaret Fritz
Anna Futrell
Christopher Gaudette, II
Caroline Ellyn Gentry
Molly Bradford Gibson
Suzan Gomes
Madison Rose Greene
Micala Brooke Griffin
Elizabeth Ann Grindell
Alisse Marie Harkins
Thomas Harris
Sawyer Harris
Shi He
William Herbert Hoffmann
Anna Holmquist
Brentley C. Hovey
Elle Catherine Howe
Elaine Wyatt Indermaur
Kelly Ingram
Lauryn Kabrich

Chem Eng, Food Science, Nutrition
Human Biology, Microbiology
Business Administration
Biomedical, Bioengineering
Business Admin, Philosophy
Human Biology
Social Work
Microbiology
Business Administration
Business Admin., Int'l Studies
Biological Science
Psychology
Chemical Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Design, English
Accounting
Animal Science
Nutrition
Textiles Marketing
Biological Science
Criminology
Elementary Education
International Studies
Computer Science
Forest Management
Physics
Chemistry
Chemical Engineering
Zoology
Chemical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Engineering
Human Biology
Biological Engineering
Undergraduate Students

Julia Khatibzadeh  Biological Science, Human Biology
Laila Knio       Pre-med, Psychology
Elizabeth Krueger Animal Science
Matthew Kubota   Graphic Design
Christina LaMarie Genetics
Michael Andrew Lanning Mathematics
Alan Lebowitz    Industrial Design
Grace Unhye Lee  Social Work
Rachel Lloyd     Communication, Political Science, Spanish
Cody Long        Political Science
Samuel Loomis   Physics
Sarah Layton Lucas Biomedical Bioengineering
Priscilla Lunsford Industrial Engineering
Tyler Evan Maltba Mathematics
Benjamin Markoch Graphic Design
Ahmed Mashal     Biology, Chemistry, Psychology
Lee McAvoy       Business Admin, Economics
Brett Austin McCandless Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan McKenzie Biology
Megan Lee McNeil Biological Science
Rachel Mintel   Public Relations
Sara Monazah     Psychology
Daniel Monazah   Engineering, Computer & Electrical
Sarah Ellen Moore Architecture, Economics
Gautam Nagaraj   Mathematics, Physics
Jonathan Napper, Jr. Biomedical Engineering
Tyler Nielsen    Comp/Elec Engineering, Computer Science
Katherine Owens  Biological Science
Arjun Nicholas Patel Biochemistry, Pre-med
Sarah Penry      Psychology
Benjamin Louis Pierson Mathematics
Hughie Quan      Mechanical Engineering
John Rishel, Jr. Accounting
Stephen Rozakins Biochemistry, Biological Science
Dana Saad        Psychology, Social Work, Spanish
Christian Sanders Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Serratos  Accounting

Graduate Students

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine Students & Alumni

Nicholas Miller  Business Administration
Ellen Joyce Milroy Educational Administration
Robert Moore    Education, Instructional Technology
Fabio Morgante  Biological Sciences
Robin Morton    Social Work
William Bradley O'Dell Biochemistry
Sara Ostenkamp  Veterinary Medicine
Meghan Boswell Peters Special Education
Briana Irene Proctor Social Work
Jason Alan Rebman Educational Administration
Vincent Reitano Public Administration
Hayden Duke Russell Educational Technology
Islam Hashem Sayed Electrical Engineering
Michelle Scatamacchia Mathematics
Megan Elizabeth Schreeg Veterinary Medicine
Susan Jane Grayden Shapiro Veterinary Medicine
Erica Shoulders-Royster Educational Administration
Sarah Anne Bruea Shultz Social Work
Lindsey Simmons Instructional Technology
Ashley Kyle Stephenson Business Administration
Chas Stikeleather Computer Science, Statistics
Seleta Grace Sugg Educational Administration
Lisha Sun        Electrical Engineering
Natalie Sutton  Social Work
Fabio Andres Tellez Design
Anna Carol Thorp Counseling
Lucia Lancellotti Titus Arabic, International Studies
Sally Van Gorder Design
Susanne Vergara  Counseling
Colin West       Education
Andrew Whang    Physiology
Callie Womble   Educational Administration, Public Health
Chang Yuan      Education
**Love of Learning Awards Available**

Love of Learning Awards are available to active (dues paying) members seeking funding for a wide range of post baccalaureate studies and/or career development opportunities.

The competition is open to all active Phi Kappa Phi members who have completed their baccalaureate studies by application submission and have not received a Fellowship or Award of Excellence Grant.

If you meet the above criteria and need funding for graduate or professional studies, doctoral dissertation research, continuing education, career development/training, and/or career- or academic-related travel, apply for a Love of Learning Award today!

If you have questions about the award or the application process, contact LoveofLearning@PhiKappaPhi.org or call 800.804.9880 ext. 35.
Dr. Trudy Mackay is a William Neal Reynolds and Distinguished University Professor of Biological Sciences. She has an active research program focused on evolutionary quantitative genetics, genetic architecture of complex behaviors, models of human complex traits, speciation, and systems genetics of complex traits. Dr. Mackay has authored or co-authored more than 170 refereed publications, several books, including the principal textbook in quantitative genetics, and book chapters; and has presented papers at nearly 100 conferences and symposia.

She is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National Academy of Sciences of the United States and the Royal Society. Others who have been fellows of the Royal Society include Newton, Darwin, Einstein and Hawking.

Trudy has received numerous of awards in recognition of her work, including, in 2004, both the Genetics Society of America Medal and the O. Max Gardner Award of the North Carolina State University. Dr. Mackay is a true team player who is always willing to provide service to the University and has been a role model and mentor to numerous undergraduates and graduate students who have gone on to have successful careers.

**Faculty Recognition**

Elizabeth Adams
Sara Awad
Natalie Aziz
Meagan Briley
Amanda Cannon
Dallas Clontz
Destiny Davis*
Jennifer Frix
Betelhme Gebre
Robert Gentry
Micala Brooke Griffin*
Elizabeth Ann Grindell*
Sawyer Harris*
Shi He*
William Herbert Hoffmann*
Brentley Hovey*
Elane Wyatt Indermaur*
Kelly Ingram*
Alexander Johnson
Hays Johnson
Julia Khatibzadeh*
Kathryn King
Laila Knio*
Matthew Kubota*
Michael Andrew Lanning*
Rachel Lloyd*
Samuel Loomis*

**4.0 Recipients**

Tyler Evan Maltba*
Benjamin Markoch*
Ahmed Mashal*
Brett Austin McCandless*
Sara Monazah*
Sarah Ellen Moore*
Gautam Nagaraj*
Jonathan Napper, Jr.*
Daniel Thomas Oliver
Katherine Ashleigh Owens*
Arjun Nicholas Patel*
Matthew Pless
Kayli Richter
Dana Saad*
Daniel Serratos*
Matthew Simpson
Brittany Smith*
Cambray Smith*
Courtney Stroud*
Emma Thompson*
Alexandra Toti
Austin Stroh Wansker*
Stephanie Wenclawski
Josiah Williams*
Ian Woodward
Somia Youssef*

*New 4.0 inductees